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COMMON FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR
ALMOST WEAKLY PERIODIC NONEXPANSIVE

MAPPINGS

KOK-KEONG  TAN1

Abstract. The notions of normal structure, (convex) diminish-

ing orbital diameters, regular orbital diameters (r.o.d.) have been

generalized into a Hausdorff locally convex space (X, r) whose

topology t is generated by a family 9 of seminorms. Theorem 1.

Let K'—Xbe nonempty weakly compact convex with normal structure

w.r.t. & and 3- be a (not necessarily finite nor commuting) family of

almost weakly periodic nonexpansive mappings w.r.t. & on K. Then &

has a common fixed point. Theorem 2. Let K£Xbe nonempty weakly

compact convex and &■ be a semigroup with identity of almost weakly

periodic nonexpansive mappings w.r.t. I? on K. If& has r.o.d. w.r.t. &,

then S- has a common fixed point. Corollary. IfK<~Xis nonempty

weakly compact convex and & = {f¡, • • • , f„} is a finite commuting

family of pointwise periodic nonexpansive mappings w.r.t. 9 on K,

then & has a common fixed point.

1. Preliminaries and notations. We shall denote by iF+ the set of all

nonnegative integers, Jf the set of all natural numbers. If X is a nonempty

set and/, g:X-^*X, we denote f°—I, the identity mapping on X,fg=f°g,

the composition off and g, and fn+1=f(f"), for each n e 2?+. If x eX

and n e &+, we denote 0(f, n, x)={fn+k(x):k e &+}. If & is a family of

mappings on X, for each xeX and each fe¿F, we denote 3F(x)=

{g(x):ge¿F) and ^rf(x)={gf(x):geßr). \i d is a pseudometric or a

seminorm on X, and Ac, X is nonempty, d(A) denotes the diameter of A

w.r.t. d. If (*) is a property, then a mapping for a family !F of mappings on

X is said to have (*) iff/ or J5" has (*) at x for each x e X. If (X, t) is a

topological vector space and AçX, we denote by Co(A) the convex hull

of A and Co(A) the closed convex hull of A.
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Definition 1.1. Let (X, d) be a metric space and /: X->-X. Then / is

said to have diminishing orbital diameters at x e X iff either f(x)=x or

there exists an n eJ" such that d(0(f, n, x))<d(0(f 0, .y)).

The above notion was first introduced by L. P. Belluce and W. A. Kirk

in [1]. The following are some of its generalizations.

Definition 1.2. Let (X. t) be a Hausdorff (completely regular) space

whose topology t is generated by a family {dÀ}}eA of pseudometrics on X.

(i) If/: A'—<-X. then /is said to have diminishing orbital diameters (d.o.d.)

w.r.t. {dx}XeA at .v e X iff either f(x)=x or there exist a A £ A and an

neJf such that d>{0(f, n, x))<d>(0(f, 0, .y)). (ii) If IF is a semigroup
(under composition) with identity of mappings on X, then ¡F is said to

have d.o.d. w.r.t. {dx}XsA at x 6 A' iff either ¿F(x) = {x} or there exist a

?. e A and an/6 & such that dx(Ff(x))<dx(^(x))< cc.

Definition 1.2(f) is introduced by the author in [5]. In case {<T;};eA

contains only a single metric, Definition 1.2 (ii) is introduced by M. T.

Kiang in [4]. If the domain under consideration is convex, we have the

following:

Definition 1.3. Let (X, r) be a Hausdorff locally convex space whose

topology t is generated by a family ¿P of seminorms on X, A'cJ be

nonempty closed convex and F be a semigroup with identity of mappings

on K. For each x e K, let C{F, .y) be the smallest closed convex subset of

K containing x which is J^-invariant (i.e. invariant under each/e F).

Then (i) 3~ is said to have convex diminishing orbital diameters (c.d.o.d.)

w.r.t. 3? at .y e K iff either íF(x)—{x\ or there exist a p e 0> and an

.y0 e Qo(¿F(x)) such that p(^r(x0))<p(^'(x))<cc; (ii) & is said to have

regular orbital diameters (r.o.d.) w.r.t. 3P at x e K iff either jF(.y)={.y] or

there exist a/» e ¿P and y, z e C(W, x) such that sup{/?(v—f(z)):fe ¡F}<

p(C(cF, x)).

It is clear that .> has d.o.d. w.r.t. 0> at .y implies •> has c.d.o.d. w.r.t.

¿P at x which in turn implies F has r.o.d. w.r.t. & at .y. In case & contains

only a single norm, Definition 1.3(f) reduces to the notion of c.d.o.d.

defined by M. T. Kiang in [4], Also if ¿F={fn:n e &+} is the semigroup

with identity generated by a single mapping / on K, Definition 1.3(H)

reduces to the notion of r.o.d. for a single mapping defined by C. S. Wong

in [7].

From now on (X. t) denotes a Hausdorff locally convex space whose

topology t is generated by a family ¿? of seminorms on X.

Definition 1.4. 7<s X is said to have normal structure w.r.t. t? iff for

any bounded convex subset 77 of A', if 77 contains more than one point,

then there exist a p e J? and an .y0 e 77 such that sup{/»(.Y0—x):x e 77}<

p(H).
The notion of normal structure was first introduced by M. S. Brodskiï
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and D. P. Milman in [2]. The above generalization was obtained inde-

pendently by R. D. Holmes and A. Lau in [3] and by the author in [6]. It

is known that:

Lemma 1.5. If KçX is compact convex, then K has normal structure

w.r.t. &.

If Kq X is nonempty closed convex and J^ is a family of mappings on

K, it is easy to see that Ça(fF(x)) has normal structure w.r.t. á2 implies

F has r.o.d. at x, for each x e K.

2. Common fixed point theorems.

Definition 2.1. Let Kq X be nonempty and /: K-»K. Then (i) / is

almost weakly periodic iff x e Co(0(f, l,x)), for each xeK; (ii) / is

weakly periodic iff for each x e K, there is a subsequence {fni(x)}¡fLx of

{/n(x)}£U such that/"'(.x)-KV weakly; (iii)/is almost pointwise periodic

iff for each x e K, x e D"=i Co(0(fn, 1, x)); (iv)/is pointwise periodic

iff for each x e K, there is an N(x) e Jf such that fN(x)—x; (v) / is

periodic iff there is an N eJ/~ snchihat fN—I, the identity mapping on AT.

(vi)/is nonexpansive w.r.t. & iff for each p e 8P, p(f(x)—f(y))^p(x—y),

for all x, y e K.

Definition 2.1 (vi) was introduced independently by R. D. Holmes and

A. Lau in [3] and by the author in [6].

It is clear that/is periodic implies/is pointwise periodic,/is pointwise

periodic implies/is almost pointwise periodic and weakly periodic, and/

is weakly periodic (respectively almost pointwise periodic) implies / is

almost weakly periodic. Also / is nonexpansive w.r.t. á8 implies / is

continuous.

Theorem 2.2. Let Kz X be nonempty weakly compact convex, ¡F be a

(not necessarily finite nor commuting) family of almost weakly periodic non-

expansive mappings w.r.t. 3P on K and if be the semigroup with identity

generated by F. Suppose for each x e K, Co(£f(x)) has normal structure

w.r.t. 3P. Then & has a common fixed point.

Proof. By weak compactness of K and by Zorn's lemma, let Kx be

minimal w.r.t. being a nonempty closed convex subset of K which is F-

invariant. Suppose there exist an r e Kx and an/0 e F such fhat/0(jt)#;c.

Then Sf(x) and hence Co(^(x)) contains more than one point. Thus there

exist apea" and an .\-0 e Co(S^(x)) such that

r„ = sup{p(x0 - z):z e Co(S?(x))} < p(Co(^(x))).

Define

M={ye Kx:sup{p(y -z):ze ^(x)} ^ r0}.
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Then M?* 0 since x0 e M. It is also clear that M is closed and convex.

We shall show that_Af is ^-invariant. Indeed \etfeF and y e M. If

ze£r°(x), then zeCo(0(f, \,z)) and so for any e>0, there is a zx e

Co(0(f, \,z)) with p(z-zx)<e. But then zx~2Zi V'(-) for some «,>1

and 0<A! = 1 for each / = 1, • • • , m with 2Zi Â=l- Since fn'-\z) e Sf(x)
for each :'=1, ■ • • , m, we have p(y—/ni_1(z))<r0, for each /=1, • • • , m.

Thus for each e>0,

PÍ/O0 -z)< p(f(y) - zi) + p(zi - z) < p[f(y) - J Aj«'(z)j + «

m m

= 2 ^iiK/Cy) -/"'(-)) + « = 2 ^ -/Bl_1(*)) + •
1=1 i=l

m

= 2 Vo + e = r0 + e,
t=i

so that /»(/(>')—z)=ro- Hence/(j) e M, for each/e F and each >- e M ;

i.e. Af is ^"-invariant. By minimality of Kx, we must have M=KV Since

r0<p(Co(F'(x)) there exist a, Z» e Co(«S%Y))suchthat/»(a—b)>r0. But then

either a $ M or b $ M, which is a contradiction. Therefore we must have

f(x)=x for each/e F and each x e Kx. Since K^ 0 , F has a common

fixed point.

In case !F is a semigroup with identity, we have the following slight

generalization of the above theorem:

Theorem 2.3. Let As X be nonempty weakly compact convex and F

be a semigroup with identity of almost weakly periodic nonexpansive map-

pings w.r.t. ¡F on K. IfF has r.o.d. w.r.t. ¡F, then SF has a common fixed

point.

Proof. By weak compactness of K and by Zorn's lemma, let Kx be

minimal w.r.t. being a nonempty closed convex subset of K which is F-

invariant. Suppose there exist an .y0 g Kx and an/, e F such that/,(x0)#

x0. By minimality of Kx, we must have C(F, .r0)=7C1. Since F has r.o.d.

w.r.t. ¡F and F(x^ {*„}, there exist >*0, z0 e CLF, ,y0) and ape F with

rlí=sup{p(y0-f(z0)):fe.F}<p(C(F, .y0)). Define

M - {ye Ki-.sup{p(y -f(z0)):feF} < r0}.

Then M is nonempty asy0 e M. It is clear that M is also closed and convex.

Also M can be shown to be ^"-invariant by the same argument as in the

proof of Theorem 2.2. Hence M=KX, by the minimality of Kx. Next we

define N={z e Kx:p(y-f(z))<r0, for all y e Kx and all/e F). Then N is
nonempty as z0 e TV. Since each/e F is continuous, TV is closed. Since F

is a semigroup, TV is ̂ -invariant. We shall now show that N is also convex.
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Indeed, let zx, z2 e N, 0<A< 1, and z—kzx+(l —?.)z2. Suppose y e Aj and

feF. SinceyeCo(0(f, l,>')),foreache>0,thereisav1 eCo(0(f, l,y))

with p(y-y,)<e. But then y\ = 2Zi ^fn'(y), for some ni=T, 0<A¿<1,

for each i=l, ■ ■ ■ , m with ¿2U A,= l. Thus for each e>0,

p(y - f(z)) <: p(y - yx) + p(yx - f(z)) < e + pi f ;,,/"•(>>) - f(z)\

m

ú e + 2 Kp(fni(y) - m)

m

úe+2 kp(fni~\y) - (Az, + (1 - A)z,))
t=l

m

íe + J Wp(fn<-\y) - 2i) + (i - W^OO - *.)]
(-1

m m

< e + 2 ¿i[Ar0 + (1 - A)r0] = £ + 2 Vo = e + r0,

so that p(y—f(z))&r9, for all ye^ and all/e^". Hence 2=^+

(1—Á)z2 is in N and therefore A is convex. By minimality of Kx again,

Kx=N. Since r0<p(C(F, x0))=p(Kx), there are a,beKx with p(a-b)>r0.

Since / e IF, it follows that neither o nor b is in A, which is a contradiction.

Therefore/(x)=jc for each x e Kx and each/e ^\ Since A"i is nonempty,

F has a common fixed point.

Corollary 2.4. Leí Kçr A" fo nonempty weakly compact convex with

normal structure w.r.t. ¡P and IF be any (not necessarily finite nor com-

muting) family of almost weakly periodic nonexpansive mappings w.r.t. !F

on K. Then F has a common fixed point.

Corollary 2.5. Let K<^ X be nonempty weakly compact convex and F

be a semigroup with identity of almost weakly periodic nonexpansive mappings

w.r.t. 3P on K. If F has c.d.o.d. w.r.t. (P then F has a common fixed point.

Corollary 2.6. Let Act X be nonempty weakly compact convex and

F={fx, ■ • • ,fr} be a finite commuting family of pointwise periodic non-

expansive mappings w.r.t. & on K. Then F has a common fixed point.

Proof. Let if be the semigroup with identity generated by F. Then

for each x e K, S^(x) is a finite subset of K and so Co(S^(x)) is compact

convex. By Lemma 1.5, Co(Sp(x)) has normal structure w.r.t. & (and

hence r.o.d. w.r.t. &) so that by Theorem 2.2 (or by Theorem 2.3), F

has a common fixed point.
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Corollary 2.7. Let As X be nonempty compact convex and F be any

(not necessarily finite nor commuting) family of almost weakly periodic

nonexpansive mappings w.r.t. ¡F on K. Then F has a common fixed point.

Since every uniformly convex Banach space (in particular, every Hubert

space) has normal structure, we have the following observation: if Ais any

nonempty weakly compact (or equivalently bounded closed) convex subset

of a uniformly convex Banach space X, and if there is an almost weakly

periodic nonexpansive mapping on K which has a unique fixed point

x0 e K, then x0 is fixed under any other almost weakly periodic (respec-

tively weakly periodic, almost pointwise periodic, pointwise periodic or

periodic) nonexpansive mapping on K. In particular, if A is the closed unit

ball {.y £ X: ||jr||_l}, then/(0)=0, for any almost weakly periodic non-

expansive mapping / on K. Indeed, define/0(.y)=—.y, for each x e K,

then/, is periodic and isometric (and hence nonexpansive), and 0 is the

unique fixed point of/0.

Remark 2.8. Even when A is a nonempty weakly compact convex

subset of a Banach space X, it is not known whether a countably infinite

commuting family F of periodic nonexpansive mappings on K will have a

common fixed point.
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